17 km in just 12 minutes, a revolutionise travel between the woman pilot, a fitting gesture the spirit of “Shakti” (women), the debut in the National Capital.

India's inaugural Regional Rapid Transit System (RRTS) service was recently launched between Ghaziabad and the Delhi Metro, connecting the Delhi-Ghaziabad-Meerut corridor. The service is spearheaded by the National Capital Region Transport Authority (NCRT), with the Delhi Metro handling operations.

Upon full implementation, the RRTS service, designed with an aerodynamic shape, will be every 5-10 minutes, making it an efficient, swift, secure, and comfortable mode of travel. The service will have two trains running on parallel tracks, with 15-minute intervals.

The RRTS trains are equipped with a range of passenger comfort features such as tinted windows, air conditioning, and charging facilities for mobile phones. Additionally, each train will have a seating capacity of 400 passengers, offering wider seats, increased legroom, and coat hangers, along with vending machines for added convenience.

Officia officials have indicated that the trains will ply this route, accommodating up to 1,500 passengers per hour, extending from Noida to Ghaziabad and beyond. The RRTS trains are expected to be a major component of India's urban transport infrastructure.

The journey typically takes over 35 minutes by road. Upon full implementation, the project will boast two multi-modal transport systems, offering commuters a seamless travel experience.

The initial phases of the Delhi-Ghaziabad-Meerut corridor will be ready by the year 2018, with the full network expected by 2022. The RRTS service will run from 8 am to 8 pm daily.

THEATRE OF WAR EXPANDS IN WEST ASIA

Humanitarian aid stalled as Israeli siege strangles hospitals, water supply

Pakistan in its annual Regional Peace Conference in New Delhi, scheduled for this month, signed a number of agreements on cooperation in various fields. More than a million people have been displaced and an expected Israeli ground invasion aimed at destroying Hamas after it started to fire rockets through southern Israel. As the middle east, water and medical supplies disponibles, all human support possible. The conflict between Israel and Hamas continues, with the UN calling for an immediate ceasefire.

Meanwhile in Gaza, rockets killed its Hamas leadership. The siegestion of Gaza by the ceasefire is looking more and more like a possibility. Hamas and Palestinian militants continue to fire rockets into Israel. Israel is widely reported to be preparing for a ground offensive in order to kill Hamas leaders, recover captured and destroy the group's military infrastructure. The group is also said to be preparing for a major offensive aimed at destroying Israel.

Meanwhile in Syria, the war is still raging with the_permalink of war and conflict. The situation on the ground is dire, with many civilians displaced and struggling to find food, water, and medical care.

This year's poppy fields in Gaza are expected to blossom even more. The poppy is a symbol of remembrance for those who have fallen in war, and the poppies in Gaza are a reminder of the ongoing conflict and its impact on the people of the region.

The World Health Organization reported the launch of a new hospital in Gaza, equipped with the latest medical technology and facilities. The hospital is designed to provide much-needed medical care to the residents of Gaza, who have been suffering under the siege and lack of access to basic services.

Meanwhile, the US President Joe Biden is considering a trip to Israel and the Palestinian territories in the coming days. Biden has previously expressed his support for a two-state solution to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict and is expected to address the situation during his visit.

Meanwhile, the United Nations has warned of a humanitarian crisis in Gaza, with many residents facing food and medical shortages. The situation is expected to worsen in the coming months.

The conflict in Syria continues to escalate, with no end in sight. The situation is dire, with many civilians displaced and struggling to find food, water, and medical care.

The World Health Organization reported the launch of a new hospital in Gaza, equipped with the latest medical technology and facilities. The hospital is designed to provide much-needed medical care to the residents of Gaza, who have been suffering under the siege and lack of access to basic services.

Meanwhile, the US President Joe Biden is considering a trip to Israel and the Palestinian territories in the coming days. Biden has previously expressed his support for a two-state solution to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict and is expected to address the situation during his visit.

Meanwhile, the United Nations has warned of a humanitarian crisis in Gaza, with many residents facing food and medical shortages. The situation is expected to worsen in the coming months.
Congress leader and a 36-year-old married woman along with her family reached Bhopal after recce in deserted houses. The woman was arrested. Her thumbprint was taken. She was then declared wanted. All the necessary steps will be taken to arrest her.

The effect of cold was also seen in the Madhya Pradesh. After the end of the day, there was rain with strong winds in the district of Shajapur and Khargone. In Shajapur, Shajeypur and Khajuraho, the rain was witnessed after 6 pm. This change was reported in the Bhopal weather forecast.

The Bhopal weather forecast was released by the Bhognari Met Station. The department has predicted rain in Bhopal, Chhindwara, Shajapur, Shajapur and Khajuraho. The rains are expected to start in the afternoon and continue in the evening. The rains are expected to bring down the temperature in Bhopal. The maximum temperature in Bhopal was 31.7 degrees. There is a trend of increase in the temperature in Shajapur and Khajuraho. The temperature in Shajapur was 31.5 degrees and in Khajuraho it was 31.3 degrees.

The rain is expected to continue for three to five days. The cold wind will also continue in the evening. The cold wind will make the temperature lower. The temperature in Bhopal is expected to drop to 17 degrees.

The Bhopal weather forecast was released by the Bhognari Met Station. The department has predicted rain in Bhopal, Chhindwara, Shajapur, Shajapur and Khajuraho. The rains are expected to start in the afternoon and continue in the evening. The rains are expected to bring down the temperature in Bhopal. The maximum temperature in Bhopal was 31.7 degrees. There is a trend of increase in the temperature in Shajapur and Khajuraho. The temperature in Shajapur was 31.5 degrees and in Khajuraho it was 31.3 degrees.

The rain is expected to continue for three to five days. The cold wind will also continue in the evening. The cold wind will make the temperature lower. The temperature in Bhopal is expected to drop to 17 degrees.
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The candidates can file their nomination papers in four assembly constituencies on Monday for the first phase of campaigning. Five nominations were filed in Rajnandgaon constituency, two in Dangogad and one each in Bemetara and Dangogad. The nominations will be scrutinized on October 21. Voting for the first phase will take place on November 7 and 17. The votes will be counted on December 3.

In Bastar district, the importance of election was being underlined by the importance of the festival. Everyone in our country is aware of all the festivals... The candidates can withdraw their names until November 7. The nominations will be filed in Rajnandgaon, Dongargarh, Bhanupratapur and Antagarh. A total of 353 persons were arrested and 20 vehicles were destroyed. The action was taken after the model code of conduct was imposed between October 9 and 15 after the model code of conduct was imposed on October 9.

In Bemetara district, the model code of conduct was imposed on October 9. The police seized 300 pieces of clothes such as scarves, shawls and shirts valued at Rs 1.30 lakhs in G surma Chikan, four in the city. With the Model Code of Conduct in effect, a total of 5.51 lakh political hoardings, posters, banners, wall writings and more have been removed from public and private properties across Chhattisgarh.

Chhattisgarh Chief Minister Bhupesh Baghel has appealed to all political parties and candidates to ensure that all the earlier laws and regulations were followed. The candidates and their family members were asked to be responsible and to ensure that the democratic exercise was not disturbed by any means.

The candidates can file their nomination papers in four assembly constituencies on Monday for the first phase of campaigning. Five nominations were filed in Rajnandgaon constituency, two in Dangogad and one each in Bemetara and Dangogad. The nominations will be scrutinized on October 21. Voting for the first phase will take place on November 7 and 17. The votes will be counted on December 3.
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Seven nominations filed on Day-2

With the Model Code of Conduct in effect, a total of 5.51 lakh political hoardings, posters, banners, wall writings and more have been removed from public and private properties across Chhattisgarh.

Chhattisgarh Chief Minister Bhupesh Baghel has appealed to all political parties and candidates to ensure that all the earlier laws and regulations were followed. The candidates and their family members were asked to be responsible and to ensure that the democratic exercise was not disturbed by any means.
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Nadda visits Rajasthan to shoo up BJP prospects in poll

P RIMED MINISTER Narendra Modi arrived in Rajasthan on October 18 for the third edition of the three-day Global Education Summit (GES), aiming to outline strategic initiatives to mobilise funds for the development of education. Before the summit, the prime minister had a busy schedule, including a meeting with senior party workers, holding discussions with senior party leaders and laying the foundation stone of the first State Education Assessment Survey (SEAS) State Education Assessment Survey (SEAS) is to be held on October 25 and 26. A total of 110,000 students in various parts of the state will participate in the survey. The project will be a proud flag bearer of Atmanirbhar Bharat and will also be an important platform to exchange assessments and strengthen peoples confidence in Indian education.

The conference is aimed at bringing the entire education ecosystem together to exchange assessments and strengthen peoples confidence in Indian education. A total of 110,000 students will participate in the SEAS across the state. The project is expected to be a significant step towards achieving the vision of making India a knowledge hub.

The SEAS aims to assess the educational status of students in real-world scenarios, “head and heart”. It is tasked with bringing the entire education ecosystem together to exchange assessments and strengthening peoples confidence in Indian education. A total of 110,000 students will participate in the SEAS across the state. The project is expected to be a significant step towards achieving the vision of making India a knowledge hub.

The SEAS aims to assess the educational status of students in real-world scenarios, “head and heart”. It is tasked with bringing the entire education ecosystem together to exchange assessments and strengthening peoples confidence in Indian education. A total of 110,000 students will participate in the SEAS across the state. The project is expected to be a significant step towards achieving the vision of making India a knowledge hub.
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The SEAS aims to assess the educational status of students in real-world scenarios, “head and heart”. It is tasked with bringing the entire education ecosystem together to exchange assessments and strengthening peoples confidence in Indian education. A total of 110,000 students will participate in the SEAS across the state. The project is expected to be a significant step towards achieving the vision of making India a knowledge hub.

The SEAS aims to assess the educational status of students in real-world scenarios, “head and heart”. It is tasked with bringing the entire education ecosystem together to exchange assessments and strengthening peoples confidence in Indian education. A total of 110,000 students will participate in the SEAS across the state. The project is expected to be a significant step towards achieving the vision of making India a knowledge hub.
A successful concluding of Kannad Sahitya Sammelana

The report on the successful conclusion of the Kannad Sahitya Sammelana held in the city of Varanasi was announced by the organizing committee. The event concluded with a keynote address by Prof. Balaram, an esteemed scholar in the field of Sanskrit.

Sanskrit Sahitya Pratigya Kashi-2023 begins

Two brothers feared drowned in Ganga

Two brothers were feared drowned in the Ganges river. They had left their homes to catch fish near the Albertpur Sagar in UTTAR PRADESH. Police have launched an inquiry into the matter. A man from the local community was seen in the Ganges with one of the brothers.

Bid to ensure foolproof fire-fighting measures

A bid to ensure foolproof fire-fighting measures in Varanasi continues. The police commissioner, along with other officials, visited the city to inspect the fire-fighting infrastructure. The commissioner stressed the need for regular maintenance and training of the fire-fighting staff.

BJP to launch voter awareness drive

The Rajnath Singh-led BJP party has announced plans to launch a voter awareness drive ahead of the 2024 Lok Sabha elections. The drive will focus on increasing voter turnout and ensuring that every eligible voter gets a chance to vote. The party has also announced that it will distribute voter awareness pamphlets and hold public meetings in every constituency.

Devotees throng Dashashwamedh Ghat

Devotees thronged Dashashwamedh Ghat to offer prayers on the occasion of Dashain festival. The ghat was crowded with devotees from all over the country. The ghat is a popular pilgrimage site for devotees of Lord Shiva.

Two commit suicide

Two people committed suicide in Varanasi. One of them was a 32-year-old man who barricaded himself in his house and set it on fire. The other was a 25-year-old woman who hanged herself in her room. Both cases are under investigation.

minister appealed to farmers to diversify their crop and adopt new farming techniques. He said that farming of 'Shree Anna' at Fazilka was very suitable for the area and could improve the groundwater situation.

Pramod Bhushan also saluted the police for their efforts in handling the crowd effectively. He said that the police had done an excellent job and prevented any untoward incident from happening.

Durga Mandir at Ramnagar, Dussehra Mela at Dashashwamedh Ghat. At both places, rush was also seen at Old Ghats, Dashashwamedh Ghat, and Navatara celebrations. A huge crowd of devotees thronged Dashashwamedh Ghat and the gates should be opposite every puja pandal. The officials of the Fire department have also asked all puja pandals to keep an emergency lighting services and a fire extinguisher near the gates.
Religiosity won over in war has the automatic effect of rendering the ensuing bloodshed all the more bitter. The results are devastating.
PM Vishwakarma is an attempt to empower the self-employed traditional entrepreneurs who contribute to their communities and create employment.

Development of Argumentative skills with Moot Courts

In a bid to improve the argumentative skills of budding lawyers, law colleges and schools across India are choosing ‘Moot Court’ competitions.

Developing argumentative skills with Moot Courts

T he rivalry of the law universities features dynamic performances. Their debates and discussion are the palaver, their pulpitory prose, the marks scored in, playing a crucial role in determining the grade in which the students stand out of the 100 degree examination. Personified in the legal literature of law colleges monikers that watch over them are.

"Though most Courts are as old as history itself, Mohanlal v. C.M. (Olympian)," said Prof V R Jain, principal, Government Law College, Thiruvananthapuram, who successfully conducted an all India Moot Court event in his college in the last week of September. Though planned as a low profile event the Thiruvananthapuram Moot Court Competition saw 43 teams from different parts of the country walk away with the faucet and in the midst of a pandemic, the lawyers walked away with the trophy. The competition was a unique competition, as participating undergraduates debated over one subject that was the question of law with drugs and pace. No one can deny a system where law background what most people want it in court about, chances are that you will get a group of well-informed individuals because the system is designed to be well-informed. Moot Courts are held in law and college in all universities, and in many, these are the backwaters of the legal system. For those interested in the field of law, Moot Courts are a great opportunity to improve their oral communication skills and develop critical thinking abilities.

"The goal should be to create more effective and impactful forms of corporate social responsibility," Entrepreneurship is driven by apps that aid varied individuals.

"Those familiar with the Moots in which you see some of the best lawyers a first-hand battle in courtrooms. It plays a significant role in shaping their entrepreneurial mindset. They witness the challenges and problems faced by entrepreneurs who have been successful in their endeavors. This will help to make the next generation of entrepreneurs willing to risk becoming entrepreneur. Any people strive to secure a job and are unwilling to risk becoming an entrepreneur. However, Prime Minister Narendra Modi is a shining example of those who have succeeded in entrepreneurship. His trajectory not confined to just being a doctor or a chef, in the world of politics he became Prime Minister, and now he is a global leader. He is an entrepreneur; if they knew more about entrepreneurship and its benefits, they would be more effective and impactful forms of corporate social responsibility.
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Muslim boy killed, woman hurt in Illinois hate crime

Muslim boy killed, woman hurt in Illinois hate crime

Rishi Sunak visits UK’s Jewish school to reassess community

EU leaders to hold emergency summit

Poland wins presidency in Ecuador

Poles vote for centrist opp after 8 years of national rule

Ex-Finish president dies at 86

Muslim parents called to a report after being found with their child

United Nations (PTI): The Israeli army killed a 5-year-old Palestinian boy in the besieged Gaza Strip before dawn yesterday, Palestinian officials said. The young child was among several Palestinian civilians killed by the Israeli army in Gaza yesterday, according to the Palestinian Red Crescent Society.

The attack was carried out by the Israeli army as part of a military operation in response to yesterday's rocket attack from Hamas militants in the Gaza Strip.

The Israeli army said the attack was launched in retaliation for yesterday's rocket attack from Hamas militants in the Gaza Strip.

Hamas militants have been engaged in a series of rocket attacks against Israeli cities, following a tense situation in the region. The Israeli army has also responded with military operations to target Hamas militants in Gaza.

The Palestinian Red Crescent Society said that at least 13 people were killed in the Israeli army attack on the Gaza Strip yesterday. The organization said that the attack was the result of a rocket attack launched from Gaza towards Israeli territory.

The Israeli army has been engaged in a series of military operations in Gaza in response to rocket attacks launched by Hamas militants. The tension in the region has escalated in recent months, following a series of clashes between Israeli forces and Palestinian militants.

The attack came amid rising tensions in the region, with the Israeli army continuing to carry out military operations in Gaza.

The Palestinian Red Crescent Society called on the international community to take urgent action to end the violence in Gaza and to call for an immediate cease-fire.
Kenya seeks more loans despite rising public debt

In a letter to the editor, the writer comments on the growing public debt in Kenya and the potential risks it poses to the country's economic stability. The writer argues that while the government needs to borrow to fund essential projects, it is crucial to ensure that the loans are used efficiently and that the country's financial sustainability is maintained. The letter highlights the importance of transparency and accountability in the borrowing process to avoid future economic crises.

The writer also praises the efforts of the government in diversifying the economy and reducing the dependency on foreign loans. The writer suggests that the government should focus on generating more domestic revenue through tax reforms and efficient mass transit systems. The writer concludes by calling for a balanced approach to borrowing that prioritizes long-term economic growth and sustainability.

---

Leaders from emerging economies are arriving for ‘Belt and Road’ forum

A global event is being held in the Chinese city of Xiamen to discuss the Belt and Road Initiative. Leaders from various countries are gathering to discuss how to further develop the initiative and strengthen cooperation between nations. The forum aims to promote economic growth and reduce global imbalances.

---

Oz watchdog fines X $385,000 for not tackling child abuse content

The Australian government has announced fines for companies failing to meet legal obligations to safeguard children from harmful online content. The fines are intended to ensure that companies comply with their legal obligations and protect the welfare of children. The fines are expected to deter companies from allowing harmful content to be published online.

---

‘Russia’s assault on eastern Ukraine city is weakening’

A top Ukrainian official has reported that the Russian assault on the city of Svetlovodsk is weakening. The official stated that the Russian military has suffered setbacks and that the Ukrainian forces have gained ground in recent battles. The official attributed the gains to the Ukrainian military's superior tactics and technology.

---

Court rejects Imran Khan’s plea against jail trial in cipher case

A Pakistani court has rejected a plea from former Prime Minister Imran Khan to stop his trial on charges of embezzlement. The court ruled that there is sufficient evidence to proceed with the trial, and that the former prime minister should have challenged the decision at an earlier stage. The decision comes as Pakistan's political landscape continues to evolve, with multiple political parties vying for power.

---

Kenya’s National Assembly passes new weekend curfew law

The Kenyan National Assembly has passed a new law that imposes a weekend curfew on citizens from 10 PM to 5 AM. The law is intended to reduce crime and promote public safety. The law will be effective from September 19, 2023, and will apply to all counties in the country. The law is expected to be enforced by police officers and other law enforcement agencies.

---

Unification Church slams Japan’s decision to allow religious freedom

A Judeo-Christian religious group has criticized Japan’s decision to allow foreign nationals to practice their religious beliefs. The group argued that such a decision would undermine the country’s secular nature and harm its political stability. The group called for a comprehensive approach to the issue that respects the rights of all individuals and promotes social cohesion.

---

Cancer (AP): Australia's prime minister Scott Morrison has said that the government is standing down as a result of the election. The prime minister, who is facing a vote of no confidence, has acknowledged that the government's policies have been unpopular with voters.

---
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Experts see WPI inflation rising by half this fiscal

The Wholesale Price Index (WPI) in India is likely to rise in the second half of the ongoing fiscal year on account of global commodity prices, experts said on Monday.

Inflation in food products, particularly grains and vegetables, could lead to an increase in international oil prices, geopolitical conflicts in Russia and the Middle East could add to overall inflation, they said. Economists were of the view that a cut in the repo rate by Reserve Bank of India (RBI) will be a challenge.

The survey showed that the inflation rate is expected to go up to 6.3 per cent in the first half of next fiscal year, said Sivasubramanian Ramann, managing director and principal economist of SBI Research.

However, the survey showed that the inflation rate is expected to reduce to 4 per cent by the end of the fiscal year, he said.

"The survey showed that inflation is expected to go up to 5.7 per cent in the first half of the next fiscal year, which is below the RBI's target. In the second half, inflation is expected to go up to 6.3 per cent, which is also below the RBI's target," he said.

Sivasubramanian Ramann told NDTV that the survey showed that inflation is expected to go up to 5.7 per cent in the first half of the next fiscal year, which is below the RBI's target. In the second half, inflation is expected to go up to 6.3 per cent, which is also below the RBI's target.
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